
 

 

 
7.2.22 

Handwriting at HISN 
Dear Parent / Carer, 
 
At Hampton Infant School and Nursery we use the handwriting scheme called “Letter-join” which is 
taught every day across Year 1 and Year 2. We began using this scheme last year and have seen 
really positive progress with children developing fluency with their handwriting.  
 
The children begin by developing the pre-cursive patterns and shapes alongside strengthening fine 
and gross motor skills and correct pencil grip as a foundation to cursive handwriting, through a 
combination of practical lessons and written lessons. Children are then introduced to forming the 
letters of the alphabet in a progressive manner, starting with ‘long ladder letters’ and building up to 
more complex letter shapes, and moving on to words and sentences. Handwriting lessons will also 
reinforce their GPS (Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling) learning and their formation of capital 
letters, punctuation marks and numbers. Our focus is improving the children’s motor skills, pencil 
grip and letter formation. We expect children to be writing in a cursive script in their independent 
writing when they are ready which can vary for each child.  
 
The focus for the Early Years children in the Autumn and now the Spring term is on strengthening 
muscles in the hand and developing a strong core to help support mark making. Children take part in 
“Funky Fingers” every day to support this development.  Children rehearse non-cursive letter 
formation daily after watching the teacher model how to form each letter correctly. There will be 
activities in the classroom and garden to promote physical development and improve stamina and 
strength ready for writing. When the children demonstrate they are ready, the Reception teachers 
will introduce the children to pre- cursive patterns and shapes in class.  

 
The Letter-join scheme allows children to practise their 
handwriting skills at home. Please see the next page for 
details on how to log in to Letter-join at home on a desktop 
PC, laptop or tablet. You can explore the Letter-join 
resources on the website but also see tasks set by class 
teachers that will link to what the children have been 

practising in school. The website will allow children to practise tracing patterns, shapes, letters and 
words on a touch screen, but you can also print worksheets and resources at home as well. When 
you log in, look out for a home learning task set by your class teacher which will pop up as you log in. 
These home learning tasks will change every half term. We would like the children to practise at 
home a minimum of 3 times per week but practising as often as possible will really support your 
child’s development of the physical skills needed for writing. 
 
We know the children enjoy Letter-join at school and would like them to have the opportunity to 
practise their skills at home as well. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 
Eleanor Dayton 
Key Stage 1 Curriculum Leader 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 


